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Abstract
We present how we have created a series of bilingual (English and Welsh) STEM activities focusing on rainbows, colours, light
and optical effects. The activities were motivated by the many rainbows that appeared in windows in the UK, in support of
the National Health Service at the start of the coronavirus pandemic. Rainbows are hopeful and are very fitting to be used
as a positive iconic image at a time of much uncertainty. In this paper we explain how we have developed and organised the
activities, focusing on colours, computer graphics and computer programming. Each lesson contains one or more activities,
which enable people to take an active role in their learning. We have carefully prepared and organised several processes to guide
academic colleagues to create and publish different activities in the theme. Which means that the activities appear similarly
structured, can be categorised and searched in a consistent way. This structure can act as a blueprint for others to follow and
apply to develop their own online course. The activities incrementally take people through learning about colour, rainbows,
planning what to program, design and strategies to create colourful pictures using simple computer graphics principles based
in processing.org.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → visualisation; • Computing methodologies → Computer graphics; • Applied computing
→ Distance learning;

1. Introduction
During the start of the coronavirus pandemic, rainbows appeared
in many houses in the UK in support for the National Health Service. Rainbows represent hope, and it seemed fitting that people
created colourful images at a time of much uncertainty. Indeed, as
academics who teach computer graphics [RRK∗ 21], we wanted to
help people. Being educators, we started to consider what we could
teach. Especially, during the early lockdown in the UK, it was clear
that students had an appetite to learn, but were not sure what material to follow. Through seeing many rainbows in people’s front
windows, we started to think that we could create a set of learning
activities around colours and rainbows, and make them publicly
available. The activities would perhaps excite and encourage people to learn some basic programming skills. The idea was born,
and we called it “Project Rainbow” [Rob21]. The plan was to create a series of lessons, around the idea of colours, light and rainbows. Our focus was to develop content for people who wish to
learn computer programming and visual computing skills; students
at secondary school, college or universities who wish to follow an
introductory to coding course. We would get learners to consider
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how rainbows are formed in the natural world and how rainbow
pictures can be created in code.
In this paper we describe the structure of our short course, and
give examples of the lessons. Throughout the paper we highlight
specific points that we want learners to understand, and skills that
we want them to develop. These include to critically think about
the work before coding (and not to just jump into programming);
to learn more about colours; develop basic computer graphics skills
(such as using the painters algorithm, coding colours on a computer [FVVD∗ 96]); learn and develop their coding skills; and above
all to have fun with STEM activities around colours and graphics.
We focus on learning activities and developed our course in WordPress, which allowed several academics to create and post activities
and have them peer moderated before final publication. We insisted
that each lesson was a learning activity and include something that
the learner should achieve. This was important, because we wanted
the learners to actively partake in the exercises. We also defined
a structure for the activities (criteria of how the lessons should be
written and structured), which allowed different academics to add
their own lessons. It meant that each of the activities followed a
similar structure, were tagged appropriately (so that they can be
searched) and had a similar appearance.
We organise the paper as follows: after the related work (Sec-
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tion 2) we explain the structure of each learning activity (Section 3)
and the learning pathways, and then explain the material in the suggested learning-pathway order. Subsequently, we cover introduction to colours and the coding environment (Section 4); methods to
plan your code and design a scene to be programmed (Section 5);
learning about colour models, and creating colourful patterns (Section 6); and finally advancing beyond basic Java to create an augmented reality rainbow and one in pure CSS (Section 7). In this
work we contribute a careful structure of the learning activities and
principles, that can be followed by other people who wish to develop learning materials online. We also contribute a set of lessons
around colours and rainbows, that learners may wish to follow, or
teachers use in their own lesson planning.

2. Related work
As teachers we are keen to encourage active learning strategies.
Where students take an active role in their own learning. With
Project Rainbow we knew we would put the information on a website, with online material, include activities for students to follow,
and that students would work remotely and on their own. Consequently, we needed to include strategies to help people take an
active role in their own learning. The material should lead them
through the concepts, get them to create something, and then allow them to reflect on what they are learning [BE91]. In fact,
through most of our teaching, we are keen to encourage experiential learning [KK05]. Where the learner can develop their own
skills in design, creative thinking and crafting of computer graphics
pictures [RRJH18]. Consequently, in Project Rainbow we decided
to encourage a sequential approach, where students work through a
series of activities, and mix together background and theoretical information with practical skills. Each of the exercises are designed
to help learners analyse and synthesise the material, and then reflect on their work [Kra02]. They are given additional questions at
the end of each activity, to further their knowledge. Additionally,
through the material we add links to help them relate the information to other resources that are external to our learning site. In this
way, we hope to develop not only intellectual knowledge, but also
allow learners to practice that knowledge [Ken99].
To organise this material, there are several different structures
and frameworks that we could follow. For instance, the decision processing model by Simon [Sim73] suggests splitting the
work into Intelligence, Design, Choice, Implementation and review. However we wanted to make each part stand-alone and this
model relies on teachers explaining much background information
first. We could follow our Explanatory Visualisation Framework
(EVF) [RRJH18] process, which encourages students to perform
their own research on a topic, create a report, make a design, plan,
develop and then reflect. But the EVF structure also requires that
the teacher intervenes at specific parts, to evaluate the research report, design document and so on, which did not seem appropriate for our goals. However the structure of the EVF and those by
Munzner [Mun09], McKenna et al. [MMAM14] and Sedlmair et
al. [SMM12] have similar traits. Each elaborate around four key
stages: performing research, design, development and reflection.
We chose to adopt this structure. But rather than asking the learners
to perform their own research on the topic, we instead explain the

background and reference material. We include references to material on the web, for them to follow and reference, so that they can
do their own research. Students learn about the ideas (research),
they consider and envision what the visual output would look like
(design), achieve the activity (development), and finally reflect on
what they have done.
Critical thinking is one of the important lessons we want students
to learn [Als20]. We believe it is important that learners make plans,
have a clear vision of what they want to create and critically think
throughout their activity. We have observed that learners have a tendency to jump straight into coding, without really thinking or planning what they are doing [RRH17]. Consequently, there is much
worth in getting learners to first reflect and think-critically on what
they are about to do [RHR17]. We do not want students to write all
their code on paper, however we do want them to understand what
they want to achieve with their code. Drawing on our previous experience in this area, we could ask the learners to perform a Five
Design-Sheet (FdS) study of their ideas [RHR16, RHR17]. However, the full FdS sketched design-study can take students over two
hours to complete, and therefore we felt that it would be too time
consuming, and the early learners could either not complete it or
perhaps be discouraged through trying to achieve it. In addition,
we wanted learners to critically consider what they were going to
achieve. Through the activity they should try to realise the main
coding principles that they would need and ascertain if they needed
to do any more self-study in coding. Subsequently, we decided to
follow the Critical Thinking Sheet method (CTS) [RR19, RR20].
This strategy is quick to perform, as learners only need to complete
one page, and it provides a picture of what they will create.
We acknowledge that there are other activities that we could
have included, such as brainstorming using cards (e.g., vizitcards [HA17]), construction by using tokens [HCT∗ 14], get the
students to do some informal sketching [Bux10], or perhaps look
do their own research and make a table of tools [RSDB20], which
we could adapt to be a table of colour tools. However, we chose
to develop a new set of activities. We wanted the activities to directly relate to each lesson, be focused on rainbows and colours,
and address particular learning goals of that activity. Additionally,
to break up the coding challenges, we decided to also add some
crafting activities and encourage learners to craft something [L1̈6],
without the need of a computer, as per the principles of CS unplugged activities [BV18].
Finally, while rainbows are definitely colourful, and can be used
to create interesting computer graphics pictures, there can be several challenges when using rainbows. These issues manifest when
using rainbow colours to display data, represent information, or
present information consistently across devices. One principal challenge is that the rainbow colour map is not continuous in illuminance [War12]. Therefore, data displayed in a rainbow colour map
can mislead users [BGP∗ 11]. Another challenge is that sometimes
low and high values are mapped to dark colours (at the extremes of
the rainbow hue), which can lead to misunderstanding of the data.
In fact, many researchers have campaigned for people to not use
the rainbow colour map. Rogowitz and Treinish call for ‘the end
of the rainbow’ [RT98, RK01]; Borland and Taylor suggest that
the rainbow colour map is still harmful [BTI07], while Crameri
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Landing page
in English

Landing page
in Welsh
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All activities
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One long page…
Links to activities

Figure 1: Landing page of Project Rainbow [Rob21]. Showing the WordPress setup, menu to change between English and Welsh, identifying
image, welcome message, and links to activities.

et al. [CSH20] explain wider issues of colour in science communication. While we acknowledge these challenges when using the
rainbow colour map, our goals are different – to create a series of
interesting learning activities around colours.

Table 1: Two example activities with title, categories and tags. We
gave guidelines to academics to create appropriate descriptive titles, add categories and especially the level of Beginner, Intermediate or Advanced, and a set of descriptive tags.

3. Developing the activity structure and learning pathways

Title

Categories

Tags

Create a coloured grid
in Processing

Beginner, Colours, Java,
Processing, Project Rainbow

cell, colour, for-loop, grid,
hsb, hue, index, jitter, random, saturation, value

Plot 40 rectangles and
circles

Beginner, Colours, Processing, Project Rainbow

colour, critical thinking
sheet, sheet, ellipse, hsb,
hue,
java,
rectangles,
refactor, saturation, value

To develop the site we decided to use WordPress (WP). We made
this decision because we wanted to have an editing permissions infrastructure to allow different people to edit specific parts of the
site, and it would be mobile ready, accessible and available on different platforms. We developed three parts to the learning site: landing page and information, activities and study guide. We wanted
learners to locate the activities as quickly as possible. The landing information are created as Pages in WordPress, that follow the
main template design. Activities are WordPress Posts, and the study
guide is a dynamic page built from tagged posts.
Figure 1 shows our landing page, where users select the activities. Only specific authors have permission to edit these pages. We
chose a clean-looking style, branded the pages with the University
logo and followed the University’s style guide. We wanted to keep
minimal information on the front page, explain that it was “STEM
activities focusing on colours, light and optical effects”, include
the list of activities, and provide a search for interesting activities.
WordPress also allows different plugins to extend its main functionality. We used two additional plugins: first a translation plugin
to allow us to have dual language support (English and Welsh).
Most academics started writing their activity in English, which was
translated into Welsh by themselves, and/or checked by a Welsh
speaker. Second, we wanted to keep logs of activities to understand
how the site was being used, and so needed to use cookies. Subsequently we developed a privacy notice and cookie policy, and allow
users to accept or reject our use of cookies.
Using WP meant that we could create individual activities as
blog posts, post them to the site when they were available. Using the
permissions and editing capability of WP meant that several academics could create the activities, and not have access to the wider
setup of the site. We also developed a set of written guidelines over
how to write, create, categorise and tag each post. Consequently,
© 2021 The Author(s)
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each post would look similar, have allocated tags to allow searchengines to find individual activities, and additional categories to
organise the material on the site. Table 1 shows two example activities. We needed to develop guidelines for authors, because, while
WP provides the ability to create categories and tags, it does not
provide a list of the available ones. Consequently we included five
parts to the guidelines.
1. Each activity needed a descriptive and short title. The title needs
to be short and explain what was to be done by the activity.
2. Authors need to categorise each post as “Project Rainbow” and
label each as Beginner, Intermediate or Advanced. As a group of
academics, we deliberated over these categories. They provide a
convenient classification of the information. Beginners, we describe as new to programming and do not know much about
colour. Intermediate activities, develop skills for students who
have coded before, and know something about colour. While the
categories labelled advanced are for those who have done a lot
of programming already.
3. Authors should add five or more tags. The tags must describe different parts to the activity. For example, with the coding tasks,
the tags would describe different aspect of the code, such as
colour, grid, for-loop, array and so on. They can be then used
by search engines to match to the best learning activity.
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Beginner
Understand rainbows, why we
typically think it has 7 colours,
and make a colour spinner.
Learn about Red Green Blue
colour coding. Learn how to
create different colours from
RGB values.

Setup the coding environment
Processing.org and learn some
basic coding.

Make a quick sketch before
you code. This lesson guides
you through five steps to make
a plan for your coding.

Create a spectrum of
coloured squares in
Processing (part 1).

Intermediate
Learn how to use A-Frame
and WebXR, to create a
Virtual Reality Rainbow

Adapt the appearance of the
spectrum of coloured
squares in Processing.

Pint Glass Beam Bending.
Have fun with a laser pointer.

Create a rainbow in
“Processing” code, based on
our sketch of the scene.

Create 40 coloured
rectangles, use a for-loop,
the critical thinking sheet,
and do sone code
refactoring.

Create a rainbow in Photoshop
and add it to an image.

Learn about the Hue,
Saturation and Brightness
colour model (HSB).

Create a coloured grid in
Processing.

Extend the virtual rainbow, to
an Augmented Reality
demonstration.

Advanced
Explore D3 JavaScript
programming to sing a
rainbow in D3
Learn how to create a
rainbow in pure CSS.

Figure 2: We have created several different lessons. Each is presented to the student with an indicative picture, short description and links
on the website to the main activity. This information is displayed on the learning-pathway, with appropriate headings (e.g., Colour, planning,
patterns) and starts with beginner, then intermediate and ends with advanced activities.

4. We provide a draft structure that each authors should follow.
Each post should have an introduction to the material, background information with links to external sources and an activity.
The activity should be central to the post and if the activity had
several parts then it can be mixed with background information,
and labelled with several steps. Images or photographs should
be used within the material, and have alternative text associated
with them. Several “top tip” summary boxes should be added,
which highlight something to remember. The post must also include a summary description and an indicative picture, which
will be used in the learning-pathway section. We also defined
the coding style, that we defined in CSS and added to WordPress. This meant that the code fragments appeared the same in
different posts. Finally, authors need to organise the translation
into Welsh.
5. Finally each activity is reviewed by a colleague, for its accurateness, quality of post, clarity of instruction and appropriateness to
Project Rainbow. Academics could nominate another user of the
system to be their reviewer.
The final section to the site is the study-guide, screenshots of
which are shown in Figure 2. While all learning is a personal experience [Tob00], and some students will find their own learning strategies [Kep14], we wanted to publish a suggested way to
navigate the material. We achieved this by creating a suggested
learning-pathway. This is created as a summarised set of blog posts,
ordered through beginner, intermediate and advanced and leading
the learner through the ideas in a pre-defined way. Students can use
this list as an index into the material. We mix the type of activities
in this learning-path, some activities are practical activities without a computer (sketching and building), many involve computer
programming using processing.org, and others use JavaScript and
CSS. We chose processing.org [RF07] because it was developed to
create visual images, and has been used with learners with wide
abilities. If someone wishes to follow a more ad hoc order, then
we help this strategy too. Learners may find specific posts through
search-engines, which is helped through tagging and classifying the
posts. Or they can search the Project Rainbow site for specific keywords, or select only (for example) beginner exercises.

4. Introductory activities – learning about colours
We include several introductory activities. These cover basic information, from how rainbows are formed in nature, how colour can
be coded on a computer using RGB colour codes, how lights travel
through transparent objects, how to create a rainbow in Photoshop,
and setting up the processing.org coding environment. The aim is
that by the end of these activities the learner will know something
about colours, achieved some practical activities, and have setup
the programming environment ready for activities that follow.
When developing introductory learning materials, it can be challenging to know the level and writing style. We did not want to
make the information patronising, however we did want to cover
basic concepts so that people would be able to do the more complex
activities. In addition, we wanted to make the information both accessible and interesting. Subsequently, we mixed basic knowledge,
with information that people may not know. For instance, when introducing colours we obviously made reference to the colours of
the rainbow (Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet) and made reference to the mnemonic Roy G. Biv. Indeed, this
mnemonic is useful because it highlights the main three primary
colours Red, Green and Blue which helps us lead onto the RGB
colours that are used on computers [FVVD∗ 96]. We briefly explain
the main introductory activities below.
The first activity focused around rainbows in nature and light
and we led students to create a colour spinner (see Figure 3). We

Figure 3: Photographs from the colour spinner activity.
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explained how rainbows in nature are formed, noticing how the second arc of a double rainbow appear reversed. That the summary of
the colours of a rainbow, into seven distinct colours, is attributed to
Aristotle (384–322 BC) but it may have been developed by Aristotle’s successors Theophrastus or Strato. This helps to get people to
critically think about colours, and understand that the seven colours
in a rainbow are artificially named. Indeed, we go on to explain that
Newton, with his colour circle, described how coloured lights can
be mixed together, and that he only used five colours. But added orange and then indigo to match with the seven notes in a major scale.
In addition, giving links to external information, such as Wikipedia
pages, helps to allow people read around the topic. We discussed
mixing paints verses mixing lights (subtractive and additive colour
mixing) and defined terms such as colour hues. For the activity we
focused on creating a physical colour-wheel, and gave step-by-step
instructions how to create and use one.
The second activity focused on coding colours on a computer.
As a team we had a discussion whether we should teach RGB or
Hue-saturation-value (HSV) colour spaces first. HSV has the advantage that the colours are ordered by the rainbow hue; however
after deliberation we decided that it was important that learners
understand RGB colour coding. In addition, people can find RGB
colours confusing to manipulate, and thought it would make a good
activity. We were careful in our wording around this topic; to define
technical terms when they were needed. We added a further post
at a later time, around the topic of colour spaces. There are many
colour pickers that could help to explain the RGB colour space
(such as Google’s colour picker or the W3Schools HTML colour
picker). While each have their advantages, we decided to embed
our own colour application into the page (created with p5.js), as
shown in Figure 4 (left). By embedding the application on the page
it kept learners on the page, and allowed people to explore different
colours. If people wished to look at more advanced colour pickers
they could visit the external sites. In addition, it would have been
possible to perform a similar activity in processing.org, edit p5.js
or in HTML, and we had plans to create activities around these different pickers. However, at this stage, we wanted to focus on basic
principles and not rely on coding knowledge, so chose to use the
embedded colour picker code and focus on the colours themselves
not any specific picking tool.

Figure 4: Left shows a screenshot of the colourpicker app, that we
embedded into WordPress, to allow people to explore RGB colours.
Right we get learners to move between the colours, e.g., starting
with magenta and adding green to make it lighter.
In the third activity we chose to focus on laser lights. In this
activity we explained about lasers and how laser light travels. The
activity allows people to bend laser light in water (Figure 5). We
list the materials (pint glass, washing liquid, laser pointer) and provide the instructions in a YouTube video. In the fourth activity
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: This activity shows how laser light can be made visible
in a glass of water with washing liquid, and shows how laser light
reflects in the glass.

Explaining the Processing environment

Understanding the coordinate space

Creating some coloured lines

Figure 6: In the introduction to processing.org exercise we explain
the Processing sketch environment, coordinate space, and get students to create random-positioned lines.

we focus on image manipulation. The activity takes the learner
through adding “a rainbow to an image in Photoshop”. Our
aims, for both the laser-light and Photoshop activities, were to
attract a broader set of learners to the site. Perhaps people who
were not interested in coding would find these activities interesting and while visiting Project Rainbow would try some of the coding activities. In fact, the final activity gets people to install the
Processing environment and create some simple coloured lines,
see Figure 6. At degree level, in our introduction to computer
graphics course, we add much more detail. We discuss different
coordinate spaces (right handed, and left handed coordinate systems) and different ways to express lines. For example, in processing line(x1,y1,x2,y2); or path descriptions in SVG
<path d="M 100 100 L 300 100 z" stroke="blue"/>) to
moving the turtle in Logo graphics forward 100. However, we
decided to keep the activity focused on setting up the environment
and including basic computer graphics concepts. At this stage we
use static sketches in Processing [RF07] which kept the programs
simple because it creates a single image that does not include animation or interaction.
5. Planning activities – critically thinking and sketching
proposed solutions
We believe that critical thinking is an important, yet sometimes, difficult skill to learn [Als20]. We want learners to contemplate and reflect on their task and make plans and strategise
appropriate solutions. We do not want learners to rush into coding [RRJH18, RHR16]. Instead we want them to critically think
about their problem, make a sketch and write some ideas of how
they could solve it. In this way, hopefully, learners will be able to
quickly throw out bad ideas, and hence save time that they may
have lost if they needed to restart the project (if they found their
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) The Critical Thinking Sheet consists of five panels, which students complete in turn [RR19, RR20]. (b) A completed CTS sheet
for the rainbow scene example. (c) The physical mockup of the rainbow scene, used to explain the painters algorithm.
solution did not work). While the Five Design-Sheets could be suitable, we need a much quicker and focused methodology.
Our Critical thinking Sheet (CTS) method [RR19, RR20] gets
learners to sketch a picture of their visual design, think through
the main parts of the design, and consider the algorithmic steps to
create the design. Figure 7a shows the layout of the CTS sheet.
Learners go through the panels in turn, and explain the challenge
in panel (1), make a sketch of what the final output could look like
in panel (2), summarise the main facets of the code in panel (3),
present the main algorithmic steps that would be necessary to create
the design in panel (4), and in panel (5) consider what they need to
do next to implement it. An example of a completed sheet for the
rainbow scene is shown in Figure 7b. Following from lessons learnt
with the Five Design-Sheet design-study [RHR16], we encourage
students to complete the CTS by hand. Students print the sheet, and
sketch and write their solutions in pen or pencil. It is much easier
for people to complete the sheets by hand and quicker for them
to make sketches. If touch screens or other technologies are used,
students can get distracted by technology rather than focusing on
the main ideas and contemplating appropriate solutions.
Sequentially completing the five steps of the CTS is important.
When learners have to explain the challenge, and write it down in a
small space, they are being forced to consider the main ideas. The
act of thinking about appropriate summary words forces the person to think hard and critically about the ideas. Making a sketch
helps learners externalise their vision. The picture, not only provides a record of the idea, but helps people to realise how close
they are to completing the project. They can compare their solution in code to their sketched solution. When learners summarise
the main ‘parts’ or components of the system, they need to categorise the solutions by breaking it down into smaller ‘core’ ideas.
In this activity we encourage learners to write down a list of parts
as primitives and attributes. We explain what each of these are and

provide examples. In this activity we get the students to create a
scene that has a simple rainbow, tree and grass. We make the scene
from simple primitives of coloured circles and rectangles. Consequently, we can write the primitives as rainbow, tree and grass; and
attributes as rainbow (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet), trunk colour (brown) and leaf colour (green). This is shown in
the middle-right panel on the CTS in Figure 7b.
To understand the graphics drawing process, we created a physical mockup of the scene, see Figure 7c. This process will help the
learner consider the steps needed to create the picture, using the
Painters algorithm [FVVD∗ 96], where the rainbow parts are made
from circles, they are positioned at the back. Subsequent circles
partially occlude earlier circles. Then the grass is added, which occludes part of the coloured circles, allowing them to appear as semicircles to make up the rainbow shape. Finally the tree is added, with
the leaf circles on top, as they are the closest to the observer. Using
this physical mockup, it is easy to explain how the visual illusion,
turns the rainbow-coloured circles into arc-like visuals. We could
have used arc primitives for each rainbow part, but this would not
necessarily describe the painters algorithm.
6. Colour coding activities – creating colourful patterns
We developed a suite of activities that get learners creating block
patterns of coloured rectangles (see Figure 8). The first set of activities are created with a single while loop. To make the patterns
more interesting we jitter the positions by adding or subtracting
random numbers. Each of the activities get the student to create a
CTS sheet for the activity, think through the loop structure (while
or for loop), control the ColorMode() to define RGB or HSV
colour spaces, and finally adapt the code using their own creativity
guided by a series of additional tasks.
The second set of colour coding activities use two for loops to
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: We explain some best practices in computer graphics; in
this example we show how to use a for-loop to index position, and
multiply by the object width/height to locate the rectangle.

A

Figure 10: A selection of the advanced activities. (A) shows the
A-frame rainbow, (B) augmented reality demonstration, (C) D3.js
sing a rainbow that animates the colours through the words of the
song, and (D) CSS rainbows.

B
C
Figure 8: In this coding activity students create hundreds of rectangles that show a spectrum of colour. (A) students first perform a
CTS study [RR19, RR20], to create the basic code (B), which in a
second activity they adapt and vary the size and appearance of the
rectangles (C).
create gridded patterns. Using this strategy, students have some activities on simple loop structures, and then start thinking about plotting xy coordinates using two for loops. We wish to explain some
best practices of plotting parts on Cartesian grid. Figure 9 shows
one of our visual explanations of the loops, where we use the for
loops to control the grid location, and multiply against the width
(or height) of the rectangle to calculate the exact location in screen
coordinates.
7. Advanced activities – augmented reality and further
learning
Our goals with the advanced set of activities were to cover subjects that learners may not have done, and to focus on areas
that were associated with computer graphics research that is being undertaken by researchers at our University [RRK∗ 21]. For
instance, we developed some rainbow activities in WebXR us© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.

ing A-Frame and also Augmented reality rainbows. Colleagues
have been researching methods to move beyond traditional desktop interfaces [RRB∗ 14], and develop interfaces to help people become immersed in their data [BJR21]. In other work, researchers
have been creating novel visualisation tools, such as to visualise and explain paths of redress in law and administrative justice [RBSN21], visualising student journeys [GPR20] or multiple
views [AMR20, CZL∗ 21, RAmB∗ 19]. Subsequently we wrote an
activity using the D3.js library, which is a JavaScript library to
help developers manipulate documents based on data [BOH11].
The D3.js activity was used to develop code to ‘sing’ the colours
of the rainbow. Finally, we created an activity, which led learners
through steps to create a rainbow in pure CSS code.
Each of these activities followed a similar structure: we explained the goal of the activity and the vision of what they were
going to create, ran through the steps to achieve the goal, and then
get the student to experiment and adapt the code. Figure 10 shows
screenshots of the final output. Both the D3.js and CSS activities
explained how to do animation in these systems, and we introduced
external systems such as CodePen.io, which enables people to edit
and run the code in the browser.
8. Discussion and conclusions
While the coronavirus pandemic has been terrible, where many
people have lost their lives and lively-hoods permanently changed,
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it did motivate us to come together as a team of graphics and
visualisation experts and share some of our knowledge with the
world. Developing Project Rainbow has been a rewarding experience, and we have had some positive feedback from participants
saying thanks, and expressing that they have found them interesting and rewarding to follow. It is interesting to look at the statistics on the site. Some activities have been more popular; the activities on creating a coloured grid in Processing, pure CSS rainbows,
a rainbow in code, and learning Hue Saturation and Value (HSB)
were the most popular. With participants coming from the top five
countries of Australia, United States, UK, India and Canada, respectively. Most referrals came from Facebook and Twitter. This
seems sensible, because they were our two primary sources of advertisement. We have re-used the materials in several classes and
workshops, especially we used the Welsh versions of the ten processing.org programming activities in the National Eisteddfod of
Wales.
One of the main challenges we found is that it takes much effort
to create a set of activities that are publicly available. Academics
and teachers are busy people doing teaching and research. Much
care and attention is needed to guarantee that the information is
correct, clear and can be followed by people. This takes a huge
amount of time. We found that we needed to include many examples, pictures and code segments, to make the information clear and
easy to follow. Each of these images needed to be designed, created, saved as images, and uploaded to the WordPress media store,
labelled with the alternative text and included in the post. Like any
publishing, developing the content of each activity also takes time
and effort. Many activities were refined, edited, and reorganised
many times, before they were finally checked by a colleague, and
before they were translated into Welsh. In addition, while we now
have an excellent bilingual resource, it certainly takes more effort
to write the activities in two languages. However, the tools and processes that we used, especially the WordPress translation plugin,
were extremely useful to make this process easier.
We believe that the time we spent at the start of the project, in
carefully discussing and planning how to setup the WordPress site
helped us to save time in the end. Especially developing the set
of guidelines of how to structure and write the post, helped authors write the activities and structure them in a consistent way.
The structure, now created, can be re-used in other projects. Importantly, by developing guidelines over selecting and allocating
the categories (beginner, intermediate and advanced), and the additional tag words, enabled us to use the search and organisation
facilities of WordPress in a consistent way. It also helps to make
the site more consistent and simple to use.
We set out to create a set of activities focused on colour and
rainbows; we have achieved these goals, and have created a structure and ideology that other people can follow. Furthermore, at the
start of the project we were keen to develop learning-activities, with
the knowledge that they were useful. On reflection, we now have a
stronger view, that learning activities are necessary. We have since,
taken ideas that we have learnt in this project and applied them to
our own degree teaching. For instance, we re-organised the material
of a creative computing, storytelling and design module, into the
research, design, development and reflection structure. Each week

was focuced around a set of activities. We developed videos of the
activities, wrote guidance material, and set a series of tasks for the
students to perform.
Project Rainbow has been a success. It has enabled us (as academics) to create a range of public facing activities. Members of the
public, and those at the National Welsh Eisteddfod have followed
them in both Welsh and English, and we have learnt and applied
the structure to other projects and courses. We hope that other researchers and teachers take up the ideas and learn and apply the
structures that we have put in place to their own projects.
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